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Today is the 25th Annual World AIDS Day.
According to information from the
university, the first observance of World
AIDS Day was Dec. 1, 1988. The Student
Health Services Wellness Center will offer
services and discussions today in relation to
the disease.
From 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., there will be free
testing for sexually transmitted infections for
all SIUC students in the Delta room on the
Student Center’s fourth floor.

At 5 p.m., Jason Gillman, assistant director
of student health services, will discuss HIV
prevention at the Student Health Center
Auditorium. Following, the AIDS Walk will
start at the Student Health Center atrium.
More than 100 southern Illinois families
affected by the disease will receive financial
support through fundraising at the fifth
annual walk.
At 7 p.m., the film “Endgame: AIDS in
Black America” will be shown at the Student
Health Center Auditorium.
i*'''-'0&'4

About Us

Mission Statement

The Daily Egyptian is published by the students
of Southern Illinois University Carbondale 50 weeks
per year, with an average daily circulation of 15,000.
Fall and spring semester editions run Monday through
Friday. Summer editions run Tuesday through Thursday.
All intersession editions will run on Wednesdays. Free
copies are distributed in the Carbondale and Carterville
communities. The Daily Egyptian online publication can
be found at www.dailyegyptian.com.

The Daily Egyptian, the
student-run newspaper of
Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, is committed to
being a trusted source of news;
information, commentary and
public discourse, while helping
readers understand the issues
affecting their lives.

Publishing Information

Copyright Information

The Daily Egyptian is published by the students
of Southern Illinois University Carbondale and
functions as a laboratory for the department of
journalism in exchange for the room and utilities in
the Communications Building. The Daily Egyptian
is a non-profit organization that survives solely off of
its advertising revenue. The Daily Egyptian receives
no student fees or university funding. Offices are in the
Communications Building, Room 1259, at Southern
Illinois University Carbondale, Carbondale, Ill., 62901.
Bill Freivogel, fiscal officer.

© 2012 Daily Egyptian. All rights
reserved. All content is property of
the Daily Egyptian and may not be
reproduced or transmitted without
consent. The Daily Egyptian is a
member of the Illinois College Press
Association, Associated Collegiate
Press and College Media Advisers
Inc. and the College Business and
Advertising Managers Inc.
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elcome to the Weekender, a
three-section newspaper the
Daily Egyptian will publish
each Thursday.
This is our opportunity to
present news in a different way. We aim to provide
more in-depth news stories and features, highlight
our photographers’ and designers’ work and give
you a newspaper you’ll want to read.
The news section will consist of longer, more
in-depth news and feature stories as well as news
you would find in the DAILY EGYPTIAN. We will
also have a weekly section that features either
a Registered Student Organization or a Greek
organization.
The Pulse section will have regular movie and
album reviews. Local music, art and theater
productions will also be featured.
The sports section will contain mostly feature
stories on Saluki athletics.

This semester, we’ll publish one more edition of
this work in progress, but look for the Weekender
every Thursday in the spring semester.
We will also stop printing a Friday newspaper in
January.
Both commercial and student newspapers have
cut days of print production recently as the news
business has continued to evolve.
The Daily Egyptian, which is supported
entirely by advertising, faces the same constraints
as virtually every other newspaper in the country.
Rather than simply dropping a day and leaving it at
that, we want to give you something more.
That’s why we’re producing the Weekender.
We hope you like it and share your suggestions,
ideas and comments.
Feel free to email me at
sschneider@dailyegyptian.com.
6CTCJ6EJPGKFGT:GGMGPFGTGFKVQT
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Enrollment in Massive Open Online
Courses is at an all-time high worldwide, but
Chancellor Rita Cheng said the university is
not competing with the virtual classrooms.
MOOCs, which are free Internet-based
courses where anyone can join classes taught
by professors at any time, do not offer college
credits to their participants.
However, The American Council on
Education recently agreed to review some of
the courses and may recommend that other
colleges grant credit for them.
If MOOCs receive accreditation, many
students may choose to leave universities for
the online classrooms.
“We are not competing with MOOCs, as
they are open to the public with no criteria for
enrollment,” Cheng said. “Our online courses
and programs are offered to students admitted
within SIU.”
Some major universities such as Harvard,

MIT and Stanford have launched MOOCs
that have seen more than 100,000 students
enroll from all over the country.
Cheng said SIU is not offering MOOCs but
instead improving its online classes for students.
Cheng said the university will have 150 online
courses available during the spring semester.
“Our online offerings are growing
significantly as we expand to meet the needs of
our students,” Cheng said.
Cheng said the university is aware of the
MOOCs and research by the American
Council on Education. She said SIU recently
received an award from ACE’s national
education agenda that will be used to help with
the delivery of online programs and courses.
“Departmental offerings within SIU for
academic credit are offered to traditional oncampus students as well as to non-traditional
and place-bound student populations that
require alternative learning methods,” she said.
“Our research funds from ACE will be used
to create online tutorials and online academic
advisement tools, which are a key factor of

student success within quality online programs.”
Cheng said SIU has tried to embed online
offerings into its academic core. She said the
goal has been to expand the reach of already
existing, high-quality programs.
“Our priorities are faculty oversight, quality
and student-learning and completion,”
Cheng said. “Through the Office of Distance
Education and off-campus programs, which
now includes all of our military, off-campus
and online programs, I think we are making
solid progress.”
Jacob Buckman, a senior from Eldorado
studying university studies, said his friend just
signed up for MOOCs. Buckman said he’s not
sure if his friend made the right decision.
“I don’t think (MOOCs) show as much
credit as a major school,” he said. “I think
people do it because it’s convenient, but I don’t
think it’s a good way to go, especially if you
have a different place to study.”
Buckman said students enrolled in MOOCs
miss out on the experience of being in class
with other students and teachers.

“When a student asks a question, more times
than not, you have the same question,” he said.
“That’s definitely an advantage students in
actual classes receive.”
Taylor Reel, a senior from Carterville
studying elementary education, said she
prefers traditional classes but can see why some
students would prefer to study on the Internet.
“For some students, it’s a better option,” she
said. “Some have circumstances where they can’t
make it to campus, and online education is the
only way for them. It does free up your schedule.”
Buckman said schools should offer online
classes as an alternative but not as the only
option. He said students should mix online
and classroom learning in their schedules.
“Online classes are a good option for some
students,” he said. “You can get the time and
convenience of online classes but still get the
in-person experience.”
Riley Swinford can be reached at
rswinford@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 268.
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Southern Illinois is known for its wine trail, lakes and forests.
It’s also known for the cigarette butts, plastic bags, and empty
beer and soda cans that dot its landscape.
While some people feel free to toss their trash out their car
windows, groups in Carbondale are working to undo the damge
they cause.
They say littering not only affects the area’s tourism but also
contaminates the water supply, harms wildlife and costs money
to clean up.
Sarah Heyer, executive director of Keep Carbondale Beautiful,
said it’s even more important to keep trash off the ground in a
town with as much nature as Carbondale.
She said cigarette butts make up about 30 percent of the
discarded items she collects with the group.
The butts can cause health problems for people and wildlife
alike, she said.
According to cigarettelitter.org, a website dedicated to
reducing cigarette litter nationwide, many people who discard
cigarettes do so because they believe they are biodegradable.
Cigarette filters are made of a plastic that can have adverse
effects on water quality and the health of fish and other animals
when a discarded butt is carried by wind or rain to a water

source, according to the website.
Heyer said a small piece of trash can present a big problem if
people continue to be careless.
“(Cigarettes) are one specific thing that people don’t suspect
as litter sometimes. ... With a cigarette butt, you throw it down,
you step on it and you’re done,” she said. ‘But the truth is it’s
toxic.”
Rebecca Filippini, president of Beautify Southern Illinois, said
in an email her group has encountered many non-biodegradable
items such as chip bags and soda cans, which can also slowly
harm the environment if not disposed of properly.
“Most trash, like chip bags and cigarette butts, are composed
of different chemical compounds,” she said. “If they are not
disposed of the right way, those chemicals can be leached into
the environment, creating diseases for nearby organisms and
destroying the soil quality.”
Heyer said while litter is a problem in many communities,
Carbondale faces the extra challenge of being a college town
with so many temporary residents.
She said a large number of the city homes are rented, which
might explain the prevalence of litter around town.
“It’s just that many people are transient if you consider that
Carbondale is 70-some percent rental,” she said. “So then people
are less likely to feel a commitment to the place, to the earth,
to the land. In smaller towns, where people have lived there all

their lives, they feel more of a connection to the place.”
However, Heyer said groups on and off campus work to fix
the problems caused by people who toss trash where it doesn’t
belong.
Keep Carbondale Beautiful runs an “adopt-a-spot” program
in which any person or group can claim a half- or full-mile
stretch of land to clean monthly, she said. Some of the program’s
participants include Sigma Chi, Alpha Gamma Rho, Delta Zeta
and the Panhellenic Association.
Although the programs have seen many contributors,
both groups are looking for more volunteers and donations.
Interested applicants can apply to volunteer or donate at their
websites, beautifysouthernillinois.org and keepcb.org.
Paul Restivo, director of the university’s Center for
Environmental Health and Safety and the adviser to Beautify
Southern Illinois, said in an email students who log 30 hours
of volunteer service during an academic year will earn an SIU
Environmental Ambassador Award.
Heyer said people should be responsible for themselves and
the space they live in for everyone’s sake.
“We should all feel a little responsible for our environment
and maintaining it in a way we want it to be,” she said.
Ausin Flynn can be reached
at aflynn@dailyegyptian.com or 536-3311 ext. 257.
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Students who need guidance to choose a
best-suited major can now rely on a new center
on campus.
The Exploratory Student Advisement program
will officially begin Dec. 3. The program
combines the former Center for Academic
Success and Pre-Major Advisement Center.
Mark Amos, associate provost and dean of
the University College, said he has worked on
the new program for almost a year. He said it
will give any students a program to depend on
that will help them decide on the best major
for them.
Veronica Williams has been named the new
director for the program and will begin work
the same day as the center’s opening.
“What’s most important is to make the
students feel comfortable talking to us and letting
them know that we’re on their side cheering them
on and supporting them as much as we can,”
Amos said. “We have mentors who are students
themselves, and many of them were involved
in the CAS and pre-advisement programs
themselves, so they can truly relate to them.”
Amos said many students make the mistake
of jumping from major to major while trying to
figure out what they want to do. The center can
help those students focus in on their interests
and guide them in the right direction, he said.
Students’ information is sent to the Exploratory
Student Advisement program when they apply
to the university but do not meet the minimum
acceptance, and the program’s coordinators
decide whether to accept them, said Jeannie
Killian, development skills training specialist for
the Exploratory Student Advisement.
Killian said she cares deeply for the program
and the students involved.
“I view all of us as a family here, and I

have and always will do everything I can to
help each student I come into contact with
succeed,” she said.
Killian said she uses a triangle as a metaphor
to represent the relationship between the
advisers, the students and their families.
“The students are on one side of the triangle,
their families are on the other and we are on
the bottom holding them up,” she said. “As long
as we all stick together, nothing can knock us
down or prevent us from succeeding.”
Kilian said all of the program’s advisers and
mentors share the same passion and drive to
help students.
Walter Davis, also a development skills
training specialist for the program, said this is
his fourth year advising in the CAS program,
and he hopes students’ success in this program
will continue to grow.
“I’ve seen so many success stories in this
program, and I still have constant communication
with my former students because I want to
continue to help them in any way I can, even
after they leave the program,” he said.
Davis said many former CAS and premajor advisement students visit and speak to
students who are presently going through the
program to learn how it helped them succeed.
Devonsha Cunnigan, a senior from Chicago
studying criminal justice, said Davis advised
him when he first entered the program, but he
didn’t take advantage of the resources available
to him. He was later academically suspended
from the university.
“I was overwhelmed by the freedom of
college, and I didn’t know how to handle it all,
but once I went home and realized everyone
was doing the same things as when I left, I knew
I needed to buckle down,” Cunnigan said.
He said he was accepted back to the
university when he applied again, and he
began to use every resource available to him.
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One food pantry helped put more
than 500 turkeys on Thanksgiving
tables despite receiving less meat
from the federal government.
Jane Williams of the Southern
Illinois Food Bank Food Pantry said
the pantry had to buy more food
this year because it received less meat
than usual from the U.S. Department
of Agriculture. Still, she said, the
Murphysboro pantry gave away more
than 1,000 sacks of canned side dishes
and more than 500 vouchers for a free
turkey at Kroger.
With other food pantries reporting
lower-than-normal supplies, the food
bank decided to pick up the slack, she
said. Still, as she and other food pantry
workers look to the future, they wonder
if they will be able to meet demand.
“We’re a small community, and
when you think about how many in
the community we feed, it’s amazing
that the balance of the community
is able to donate enough to feed the

hungry,” she said.
One donation this week came from
the Poshard Foundation for Abused
Children, which brought $75,000 to
divide among 27 local food pantries.
“Several food pantries in the area
did not receive any of the federal food
programs for a couple months ... so
the food banks are just depleted,”
SIU President Glenn Poshard said.
“Every one of them is down to little
or nothing left.”
Poshard said the foundation’s
research shows children who are
underfed have a greater chance of
being victims of child abuse, neglect
and abandonment.
“We felt strongly that this is an area
that we needed to respond to, and
this is the second year in a row that
we have been able to do this,” he said.
Williams said the amount of
individual donations this year is
about average for the nine years she’s
worked at the pantry, and while
Thanksgiving proved to be a success,
she’s worried about future holidays.
“Our budget continues to

exponentially increase, and we try to
meet those needs and find donations
either of money or food, but it’s pretty
much a month to month (concern),”
she said. “We have a stockpile right
now and our warehouse looks pretty
healthy, but because we are feeding
over 33,000 people a year, it doesn’t
take (more) than a few days or a few
weeks to literally deplete everything
we have.”
Williams said the pantries are
having issues because more families
come in needing food every year.
The Wesley Foundation Food Pantry
in Carbondale, which is dedicated to
providing food for students, has also
faced constraints this fall.
Sherry Smedshammer, programs
director at the foundation, said the food
pantry ran low on food in October,
but recent donations have bolstered
the supplies. She said most of the
donations came from local Methodist
churches and some Registered Student
Organizations on campus.
“We have our ups and downs,” she
said. “This is only our first year being

open, so it’s hard for us to gauge
when we’re going to be busy or not.”
She said based on what she’s seen
during other holidays, the pantry will
be hit the hardest around Christmas.
Loran Luehr, a graduate student in
human nutrition and dietetics from
Steelville, said she thinks the pantry will
make it through the holiday season.
Luehr, a member of the Wesley
Foundation, said the group opened
with a $1,500 grant from the United
Methodist Church in Carbondale.
She said most students have other
concerns that make helping pantries
a low priority for them. She said if
pantry awareness was raised, she thinks
more people would help contribute.
Nick Kaiser, a junior from Normal
studying speech communication,
said he helped run a food drive in
Brush Towers during his freshman
year. Kaiser said he received a few
donations, but most students don’t
think about helping food pantries.
“I think (college students) could
care about food pantries more,” he
said. “But college kids don’t like to go

out of their immediate surroundings
to (accomplish) things.”
He said students tend to buy only
what they need for themselves, so
they don’t think of donating to a food
pantry. He said it would be easier for
college students to volunteer because
they tend to have more free time
than food.
Poshard said another problem for
food banks is their size. They tend
to be small, he said, so they don’t
receive as much attention as larger
social organizations dedicated to
feeding the poor and are known only
by a fraction of the community. He
said, though, he thinks food banks in
southern Illinois have received more
attention recently.
Poshard said the university has
helped food pantries by asking
fans to bring canned goods for
pantries to athletic events, including
Wednesday’s basketball game.
Matt Daray can be reached at
mdaray@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 254.

More than 1.9 million Illinoisans are considered food insecure,
which means they do not have regular access to nutritious food.

38 percent of food insecure households in Illinois exceed federal poverty guidelines that would qualify them for food assistance.
Those individuals must rely on charities to feed them.

1,645,722 Illinoisans participated in the Supplemental Nutrional Assistance Program in 2010.
This was an 11 percent increase from 2009.
More than 770,000 Illinois children received free and reduced lunch and 293,000 receive breakfast in 2009.
SOURCE | FEEDING ILLINOIS

NICHOLAS BURKE | DAILY EGYPTIAN
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With looming budget cuts, possible faculty
layoffs and an enrollment decline, SIUC faculty
and staff have a lot on their plate.
However, one thing union leaders say has
helped throughout tough times at the university
are the changes made through contract
negotiations last fall.
The Faculty Association, which represents
tenured and tenure-track professors, went on strike
Nov. 3, 2011. The bargaining teams did not reach
an agreement until Nov. 9. The three other unions
that represent SIUC employees also went through
contract negotiations at the same time, but they
reached agreements with the administration.
One year later, union leaders say the new
contracts have been good for their members.
Chancellor Rita Cheng did not respond to
requests for comment on this story.
  
Rachel Stocking, Faculty Association president,
said some of the changes that came from contract
negotiations and affected tenured and tenuretrack faculty the most include stipulations
about layoff notices, furlough days and distance
education course instruction.
According to the union’s contract, the SIU
Board of Trustees must declare the university to
be in financial exigency before the administration
can announce layoffs.
“(This) is far, far better than what they had
before,” Stocking said.
The new language developed through
negotiations about unpaid furlough days,
Stocking said, was not as strong as some faculty
would have liked, but is still an improvement.
The BOT must announce the institution is in
a financial crisis before requiring faculty to take
furlough days.
“I think that given the current budget cuts that
they’re making now, I am particularly relieved
that they can’t just furlough people at will or lay
people off at will,” she said.
Although faculty can still be laid off and
given furlough days after procedures have been
followed, Stocking said these contract changes at
least provide a sense of security for faculty.

Distance education was another concern
of tenured and tenure-track faculty during
contract negotiations. Stocking said what the
union achieved in the language revision around
distance education and online classes was that
faculty have the right to refuse to teach distancelearning classes.
“That doesn’t mean that people don’t want to
do it, but they don’t want to be forced to do it
if they don’t think it’s pedagogically sound,” she
said.
Stocking said she thinks the university is
turning to online classes to cut expenses. The
ability to refuse to teach a distance class provides
more choices for instructors, she said.
Other changes in the contract, she said, have
shown effects that include a requirement that
the faculty be given a proposed plan before any
academic program reductions or mergers are
made. Another important revision was a change
in the language of the operating papers of different
departments on credit-hour equivalencies, which
is how a faculty member’s work is measured in
terms of research and instruction.
Stocking said the university’s challenges and
changes have a great effect on SIUC employees,
and the contract language changes may be small
next to those. Overall, though, she said she thinks
the changes that came out of negotiations have
helped with faculty’s peace of mind.
“It gave faculty sort of a sense that we are
players in the game,” she said. “It’s not that the
administration can do whatever they want.
We have our contract ... and it can protect us.
That was something that was really important,
particularly in the conditions we’re in now.”

and notice faculty were to be given before layoff
notices were sent under the old contract.
“These things don’t cost them any money,”
she said. “And these were the kind of things we
were asking for that we were very frustrated about
that we finally got in the eleventh hour in the
overnight negotiation that led up to the strike.”
Barrett said that is why faculty have received
procedural letters that say layoffs are possible.
“It’s a good thing that they know about it and
(the faculty) are not blindsided by the fact that
they might lose their job,” she said.
Barrett said a downside to the notices is that
they might be nerve-wracking to some faculty.
“But at least you know,” she said.
Other changes to the contract Barrett said were
significant include continuing appointments
for long-term part-time faculty and notice of
reappointments for part-time continuing faculty,
seniority layoff rights and salary compression. She
said salaries had been compressed for some nontenure track faculty who were at the university
for a long time, but raises were approved to help
alleviate them.
Another outcome of the negotiations was
union awareness, Barrett said. Membership in the
union has tripled since the strike, she said.
Barrett said how the faculty and students are
effected by changes at the university is a major
concern to her.
“This is my home,” she said. “I care about the
region, the businesses, I care that people don’t lose
their jobs here. These people that are my friends,
we have a symbiotic relationship and I hate to see
them hurt, I hate to see students hurt, and I hope
it all turns around and will be better.”

g   
  

      

Like the Faculty Association, the Non-Tenure
Track Faculty Association members saw changes
in their contracts regarding layoff notices. Unlike
the Faculty Association, the NTTFA has received
warning of possible layoffs twice this year: in July
and October. The union will learn more about
the possible layoffs Friday, union president Anita
Barrett said.
Barrett said the layoff procedure was one of
the more significant changes that came from
negotiations for non-tenure track faculty. She said
there was little clarification on how much time

Cyndie Kessler-Criswell, president of the
Association of Civil Service Employees, said in
an email she thinks the union members are most
grateful for the raises they received as a result of
the negotiations. However, she said those changes
have come at a cost for the university.
“The pay raises that we’ve received have been
put on the backs of the departments to do more
with less,” she said.
Kessler-Criswell said she thinks union
members have had mixed reactions to the new
contract’s effects.
“I think that, for the most part, members

have been pleased with what we were able to
get for them,” she said. “Although I have been
receiving emails from members that have had
their workloads increased but they are not being
compensated for this.”
While the union continues to work to ensure
its employees are being compensated properly,
Kessler-Criswell said a new concern is to deal with
upcoming challenges.
“One of our goals was to have our positions
restored back to our original numbers,” she said.
“We are now facing layoffs and job reductions for
ACSE members.”
    
University faculty and staff were not alone
among those involved in contract negotiations
last fall. Graduate Assistants United also recieved
a new contract.
Kyle Cheesewright, GAU vice president for
communications, said a major outcome of the
negotiations was making the union’s presence
known on campus. He said graduate students
thought the administration were not looking out
for graduate assistants best interests because of the
low membership in the union.
“More students have become more interested,”
he said. “Not only has the union become stronger
and been able to advocate better, but we’ve been
able to branch out.”
Cheesewright said the enrollment decline
of both graduates and undergraduates this fall
has affected many graduate assistants in both
how they work and how their voices are heard.
Because some classes have been reduced to fewer
sections with more students in each, he said some
GA’s workloads have changed. But because there
are fewer graduate students on campus, the union
members have begun to work even closer, he said.
Cheesewright said, the GAU contract will go
up for renewal next fall.
“No union wants to go on strike. No union
wants to be at the negotiating table for over a
year,” he said. “All of us want to do one thing:
teach and research and serve the constituents,
which are our students and community members
of Carbondale and SIU.”
Lauren P. Duncan can be reached at
lduncan@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 255.
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This light comedy stars Seth Rogen
as Barbara Streisand’s son. Rogen is an
inventor who decides to take his mom
cross-country as he makes pitches for his
latest creation. Because there really isn’t
anything too unique here, the cast will be
the deciding factor for whether audiences
see it. Rogen is dependable, and Streisand
is a legend. Distributor Paramount better
hope the audience skews a bit older,
or else they may loose youth box office
dollars to “This is 40.”
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Years before Frodo set off to Mordor, the “Lord of the Rings”
prequel finds Bilbo Baggins and wizard Gandalf on an adventure.
“An Unexpected Journey,” directed by the original trilogy’s head
honcho Peter Jackson, is the first film in a new “Lord of the Rings”
trilogy that will release a second film in December 2013 and a third
film in July 2015. There’s a good chance this will be the holiday
season’s highest grossing film, and it is one of the few potentially
family-friendly films to hit theaters this Christmas.
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If audiences
want something
slightly different
this holiday
season, Quentin
Tarantino
may have just
the thing.
“Unchained”
follows freed
slave Django
and bounty
hunter Dr. King
Schultz, two men who hunt down several
slave owners and search for Django’s captive
wife. Things get bloody. VERY bloody.
Tarantino is known for his distinctive style,
and this spaghetti western is new territory
for him. Tarantino is also not afraid to
rewrite history, so it will be interesting to see
his take on Civil War-era America.
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Judd Apatow has a hand in nearly every raunchy comedy
Hollywood releases, but he rarely directs. “40” is only his
fourth film, following “The 40-Year Old Virgin,” “Knocked
Up,” and “Funny People.” The highly anticipated comedy is
a sort-of sequel to Knocked Up, as it follows Paul Rudd and
Leslie Mann’s original characters. Apatow is a powerful box
office force, and the presence of familiar characters should
help the film’s box office prospects. “40” does seem a bit less
crass than his other films, which may disappoint Apatow’s
most fervent fans. But the film will be a success nonetheless.
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Tom Cruise’s fourth “Mission: Impossible”
film found immense success last Christmas,
and “Jack Reacher” represents the megastar’s
newest possible franchise. Cruise stars as
the title character, a military policeman
who investigates a former military sniper’s
possible framing. The film appears to be
more suspenseful than Cruise’s “Mission:
Impossible” films, which tend to be all-out
action flicks, so the film may not have the
same following as his previous efforts. But
never count out Cruise. Even after he jumped
up and down on Oprah’s couch, his next
movie “War of the Worlds” was a blockbuster.
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That’s right, Disney’s 3D “Monsters,
Inc.” re-release is the only purely family film
this Christmas. Originally, Disney planned
on a Jan. 11, 2013 release date, but they
obviously saw an opportunity and snatched
it. Pixar’s films become even more vibrant
in 3D, and “Monsters” is considered a Pixar
hallmark, but it is disappointing Disney
has no original features this Christmas. The
only other PG-rated flick is Billy Crystal’s
“Parental Guidance,” but it seems poised to
draw in older crowds rather than families.
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The famous musical’s umpteenth rendition stars
Hugh Jackman, Russell Crowe and Anne Hathaway,
so it certainly has star power. Hathaway and Jackman
have both proven their singing talents, and the few clips
the public has seen are stunning. Add in director Tom
Hooper’s repertoire, which includes 2011’s Best Picture
“The King’s Speech,” and Hollywood has a surefire Oscar
hit. It won’t be the lightest Christmas viewing, but it will
certainly be electrifying.
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“Playing for Keeps” is probably better
described as a romantic dramadey, which seems
like a genre overload, but it might be the only
accurate description. Gerard Butler plays a
former soccer star who wants to reconnect
with his ex-wife and begins to coach his son’s
soccer team. “Keeps” is designed for a specific
audience, and they’ll eat it up, but I don’t see
anything original here. “Keeps” is the holiday
season’s token light drama.
 ©EN
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There’s a little evil in everyone.
This weekend at the Kleinau Theater, seven actors will
let their evil be known.
Director Brian Healy’s “Villain” explores seven
characters who lead a corporate lifestyle, each with his
or her own darkness. Healy, a doctoral student in speech
communication from Dixon, said his early stage work
inspired him to create “Villain.”
“I had all these moments where I played villains on the
stage,” he said. “Nine out of 10 roles that I played here
have been a villain. The roles that I played at the college
I went to before this, most of those roles were villains.”
The show examines the ways people construct others
as villains, he said.
“(The show examines) the larger construction of a
villain, like Osama Bin Laden, or Saddam Hussein, or
Pol Pot or Adolf Hitler, down to the people who are
everyday villains, those people who cut you off in traffic
and endanger your life.”
The characters are villains in their own ways, he said.
“We have to make choices in our lives,” he said. “Other
people construct us as villains, right? You might know it,
you might not want it. I mean, none of us want to be the
bad guy, but how does that affect other people?”
Audiences will see corporate motif characteristics, he
said, but the actors’ characteristics will appear awkward
for the setting.
“What do villains actually look like when they’re
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3. “ZERO DARK THIRTY”
This does not expand
nationwide until Jan. 11,
but if you are heading to
Chicago this Christmas,
Kathryn Bigalow’s Osama
Bin Laden film is one to
look for. The first critics
screenings were held this
week, and response is highly positive. Jessica
Chastain adds some star power here, but the
plot, as well as Bigalow’s prestige, will be the
selling factor.
2. “HITCHCOCK”
Anthony Hopkins
does an interesting Alfred
Hitchcock impression in
this biopic concerning the
“Rear Window” director.
“Hitchcock” follows the
director as he attempts to
produce “Psycho,” a movie
most studios turned down
because of its graphic nature. Hitchcock’s
strained relationship with his wife is also
explored. “Hitchcock” is a fascinating choice
for anyone who enjoys movies about the
moviemaking process, as well as the legendary
irector’s fans.
1. “THE SILVER LININGS
PLAYBOOK”
It’s unfortunate this dramedey has
not come to Carbondale yet, because it is
one of the Oscar season’s more accessible
films. “Playbook” follows a bipolar teacher

committing certain acts of aggression toward one
another?” he said. “What does it look like when two
people try to get along but just cannot at all get along?”
Healy said the set reflects the show’s corporate setting.
However, items audience members would associate with
an office are uniquely positioned, he said. For example, a
coffee pot hangs from a rope above the stage.
“What we’ve come to construct is at least the shell
of what a corporate setting would look like,” he said.
“Everyone has their own space that is uniquely their
own. They brought their own things in, and also they’ve
constructed (the space) in their own ways.”
Healy said the show is cast-generated. He gave cast
members motivation and let them determine character
traits and dialogue, he said.
“(Actors) develop their characters and would do things
called hot-seat work, where they would just sit and
describe, or answer questions, in their character’s voice
and really kind of create for themselves a backstory,”
he said. “From there, we would put them together in
different scenes and try to have them negotiate to get to
the end of the scene.”
Carlye Schweska, a senior from Sterling in speech
communication and assistant director of the production,
said this is the first show she has worked on that has
started without a script. The show is about complete
collaboration, she said.
“It’s completely rewarding to watch the people I’ve worked
with before create something out of nothing,” she said. “That
has definitely been a highlight of this process for me.”
Andrea Baldwin, Kleinau Theater publicity director,

Pat Solitano, played by
Bradley Cooper, who
attempts to reconnect
with his estranged wife
after he is released from
an institution. While
living with his parents,
he falls for Tiffany
Maxwell, played by
Jennifer Lawrence, a young widow with her
own serious problems. Cooper and Lawrence
both play wounded characters, but their
wounds make them perfect together; the
chemistry between these two is undeniable. If
“Playbook” ends up in Carbondale, it should
top audiences’ lists.
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Oscar speculation has
begun, and pundits are
already making predictions
about which films will end
up with Oscar gold this
February. So, it is with great
honor I offer up my early
predictions in the Picture,
Actor and Actress races.
BEST PICTURE:

Surefire nominees: Argo,
Lincoln, Les Miserables, Life
of Pi
Possible
nominees:

Moonrise
Kingdom, The Silver
Linings Playbook,
Django Unchained,

plays a villain. Baldwin said the show’s different scripting
process caused her anxiety at first, but the director helped
her create her character.
“I’m kind of the type of performer that if you tell me
what you want me to do, I will do it, so creating was a
little bit anxious,” she said. “But Brian (Healy) kind of
gave us the idea, he was like ‘Just go with whatever your
opposite is.’ So I thought about all the things that I am
and what I am not.”
Baldwin said her character’s silent moments can be
exciting for her.
“We’re always on stage the entire time,” she said. “But
when I’m in my office, that’s probably the most fun
because I just can do my own thing. I find these fun little
nuances to do.”
Baldwin plays a villain who appears lethargic and lazy,
but internally she isn’t, she said.
“She’s playing a role to get ahead, and that’s kind of her
evil trait,” Baldwin said.
Schweska said she wants people to discuss the show for
hours, if not days, afterward.
“A lot of stuff is going to happen that you are not
going to have time to take in right away,” she said. “You’ll
have no choice but to think about it later on. So I hope
(audience members) take that time.”
“Villain” is scheduled to be performed at 8 p.m.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday at Kleinau Theater. The
show contains mature themes.
Karsten Burgstahler can be reached
at kburgstahler@dailyegyptian.com or 536-3311 ext. 254.

Zero Dark Thirty, Flight
Longshots: The Dark Knight Rises, The
Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey, Skyfall
Last year, the Academy changed the rules
and announced the show would include
anywhere between five and ten best picture
nominees.
The final nominee number is determined
by how many movies receive first place votes
from Academy members.
My surefire choices have received critical
acclaim and follow typical Oscar style: They
are all based on a true story or based on a
popular novel, they are all dramatic, and they
all have strong lead actors.
The probable nominees either haven’t been
released to critics or haven’t received the
same praise as movies such as “Argo.” “Argo”
seems like the least likely surefire nominee
to take the grand prize because it is a more
mainstream Hollywood film.
The new rules also allow Hollywood
blockbusters a decent chance at nominations;
think “Avatar” and “The Blind Side” two years
ago.
“The Dark Knight Rises” is the most likely
blockbuster contender, especially since “The
Dark Knight” was snubbed. “Skyfall” has also
received critical praise, but I’m not sure the
Academy will vote a James Bond movie into
the best picture race.
So far, I would consider “Lincoln” the
best picture frontrunner, but “Argo,” “Silver
Linings,” and “Flight” are also great, so I’m
hard pressed to choose.
BEST ACTOR:

Surefire nominees: Daniel Day-Lewis,
“Lincoln;” Hugh Jackman, “Les Miserables;”
Possible nominees: Denzel Washington,
“Flight;” Ben Affleck, “Argo;” Bradley Cooper,
“The Silver Linings Playbook;” Anthony
Hopkins, “Hitchcock”
I only made two surefire choices because

Day-Lewis and Jackman seem to be
receiving more praise than the overall movie.
Washington’s “Flight” performance was
incredible, but the competition is so strong
I’m afraid to give a firm position.
Ben Affleck is more likely to receive
a directing nomination than an acting
nomination for “Argo,” but his performance
was critically praised. Cooper gives a
completely different performance than usual
in “Playbook,” and I think the Academy will
recognize that.
My choice would be Washington for
“Flight.” Audiences who have yet to see
“Flight” need to drop everything now (even
finals studying) and GO WATCH IT!
BEST ACTRESS:

Surefire nominees: Anne Hathaway,
“Les Miserables;” Jennifer Lawrence, “The
Silver Linings Playbook”
Possible nominees: Quvenzhane
Wallis, “Beasts of the Southern Wild;” Jessica
Chastain, “Zero Dark Thirty;” Naomi Watts,
“The Impossible;” Helen Mirren, “Hitchcock”
The actress race isn’t quite as fierce
as the actor race this year, simply because
I’m not sure how the Academy will distinguish
between lead actress and supporting actress;
the best ladies in film may have been in
supporting parts this year.
Hathaway’s “Les Miserables” performance
has earned unceasing praise, and Lawrence’s
“Playbook” performance is perfect.
Wallis is a newcomer, but critics have
praised her turn in “Beasts,” and Jessica
Chastain is an Oscar favorite.
Fun fact: possible contender Helen
Mirren played an older version of Jessica
Chastain in 2011’s “The Debt.” This
fun fact brought to you by the useless
knowledge bureau.
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Holiday clearance sales are a great way to buy
gift items or add to your home inventory. Many of
the items in these sales are not in traditional holiday
colors, and clearance products cover much more
than just candy and decorations.
Look for kitchen tools, paper goods, home scents,
health and beauty items, clothing and accessories,
dishes and cookware, craft supplies and appliances,
to name a few.
The first reader tip shares another great clearance
product to stock up on:

Shop holiday clearance: Look for baking items.
I went to my local Aldi store and found pumpkin
pancake mix for 25 cents per box. I bought all of it,
which was around 30 boxes; I’ll keep 10 boxes and
donate the rest. I also bought 40 boxes of Halloween
brownie mix (the kind you frost and decorate) at 25
cents per box; I’ll keep 20 and donate the rest. Frosting
and cake mixes were also available for 25 cents per box.
People may be inclined to think that because there’s a
holiday on the box it must taste different, but it’s actually
the same as the regular product. — Nana, Illinois
Lunch organization: I have a list posted inside

one of my cabinet doors noting what each person
likes for lunch. I just go down the list to make
sure everything is packed. I also have everything
organized in bins. All the sandwich-making
supplies, for instance, are in a single bin in the fridge.
— Cookie, Mississippi
Silicone baking cups: I use those silicon cupcake
liners to freeze food in. Once it’s frozen, I pop the
food out and put it in a Ziploc bag in the freezer. I
make big batches of steel-cut oatmeal, which takes
forever to cook, then I freeze it in single-portion
sizes. It works perfectly. I live alone, so I freeze a lot
of what I can’t eat right away. I don’t throw out food!
This method would be good for soups, casseroles
and stews, too. — Peggy, email
Christmas giftwrap: Instead of using gift tags, I
use different colored wrapping paper for each person.
So everything blue is for one person, everything red
is for another person, etc. The paper doesn’t have to
be identical, just the same color. I group them all by
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Make it an easy meal today with BAKED
HAM at the center of the plate. Accompany
the family favorite with a delicious dish,
GREEN BEANS AND POTATOES WITH
ROSEMARY AND LEMON ZEST (see
recipe). Alongside, add TOMATO WEDGES
and DEVILED EGGS.
Dessert will be special with your
AMBROSIA. In a large bowl, combine 1
(24-ounce) jar drained, refrigerated citrus salad
in extra-light syrup, 2 cups fresh pineapple
chunks, 1 cup seedless red grapes (halved), 1/2
cup orange juice and 1 teaspoon pure vanilla
extract; toss gently to mix. To serve, add 1/4
cup miniature marshmallows and 2 tablespoons
shredded coconut. Spoon into dessert dishes.
Top with more marshmallows and coconut.
Garnish with maraschino cherries. Yum.
PLAN AHEAD: Save enough ham and
ambrosia for Monday.
SHOPPING LIST: ham to bake, red potatoes,
olive oil, garlic, fresh rosemary, lemon, crushed
red pepper, fresh green beans, coarse salt,
tomatoes, deviled eggs, jarred refrigerated citrus
salad in extra-light syrup, fresh pineapple,
seedless red grapes, orange juice, pure vanilla
extract, miniature marshmallows, shredded
coconut, maraschino cherries.
j '#6#0& #6k
Make HAM AND BRIE SANDWICHES for
an easy meal. Spread pesto on sliced Italian
bread, top with the leftover ham, brie cheese
slices and arugula. Serve with BAKED CHIPS.
Enjoy the leftover AMBROSIA for dessert
SHOPPING LIST: pesto, Italian bread, brie
cheese, arugula, baked chips.
 j :24'55k
You can have TOMATO SOUP WITH
SPINACH AND CORN on the table in no time.
Prepare 2 (10 3/4-ounce) cans condensed tomato soup
according to directions using 1 percent milk. Add 1
(10-ounce) package frozen (thawed) chopped spinach
and 1 cup frozen (thawed) corn. Heat through.

Serve with a LETTUCE WEDGE and
CHEESE TOAST. Enjoy PEARS for dessert.
SHOPPING LIST: canned condensed tomato
soup, 1 percent milk, frozen chopped spinach,
frozen corn, lettuce, any bread and any cheese
for cheese toast, pears.
  j'#6.'55k
ZITI WITH RED PEPPERS AND
ALMONDS (see recipe) makes a great no-meat
meal. Serve the pasta with a MIXED GREEN
SALAD and GARLIC BREAD. For a light
dessert, RASPBERRY SORBET is perfect.
PLAN AHEAD: Save enough sorbet for
Saturday.
SHOPPING LIST: ziti pasta, panko bread
crumbs, slivered almonds, jarred roasted
red bell peppers, olive oil, Italian seasoning,
parmesan cheese, fresh basil, salad greens,
garlic bread, raspberry sorbet.
 j7&)'6k
It’s fun to save money, especially when the
results are as good as CRUNCHY CATFISH.
Heat oven to 425 degrees. Dip catfish fillets
in cornmeal seasoned with garlic powder,
coarse salt and pepper. Bake 10 to 12 minutes
or until browned and opaque throughout.
Serve with OVEN FRIES (frozen) and a
GREEN SALAD. Make CORNBREAD
from a mix. For dessert, KIWIFRUIT is easy.
SHOPPING LIST: catfish fillets, cornmeal,
garlic powder, coarse salt, pepper, frozen oven
fries, salad greens, cornbread mix, kiwifruit.
 j+&5k
Throw BURGER DOGS into a wholegrain hot dog bun, and the kids will love
them. Season ground turkey with chili powder,
cumin, and coarse salt and pepper to taste.
Form into hot dog shapes. Broil or pan-fry
until no longer pink and serve on a bun. Top
with salsa and reduced-fat sour cream. Serve
with BAKED BEANS and CELERY STICKS
stuffed with fat-free cream cheese and raisins.
Munch on OATMEAL COOKIES for dessert.
SHOPPING LIST: whole-grain hot dog buns,
ground turkey, chili powder, cumin, coarse salt,

pepper, salsa, reduced-fat sour cream, baked
beans, celery sticks, fat-free cream cheese,
raisins, oatmeal cookies.
j #5; 06'46#+0+0)k
Your guests will want your recipe for
CHICKEN AND PENNE WITH CREAMY
PARMESAN AND SUN-DRIED TOMATOES
(see recipe). Serve the flavorful entree with
FRESH BROCCOLI and a SPINACH
SALAD. Add BAGUETTES. For dessert, top
CHOCOLATE CAKE with leftover SORBET.
SHOPPING LIST: penne pasta, butter, chicken
tenders, package Gourmet Creamy Parmesan and
Sun-Dried Tomato Chicken Penne Recipe and
Seasoning Mix (such as McCormick), canned nosalt-added petite diced tomatoes, half-and-half,
parmesan cheese, fresh broccoli, fresh spinach,
baguettes, chocolate cake.

7+(5(&,3(6
GREEN BEANS AND POTATOES WITH
ROSEMARY AND LEMON ZEST
(Sunday)
Makes 6 servings
Preparation time: 15 minutes
Cooking time: about 5 minutes
• 1 1/2 pounds cooked red potatoes
• 2 tablespoons olive oil
• 1 tablespoon garlic, minced
• 1 1/2 tablespoons finely chopped fresh
rosemary
• 1 teaspoon lemon zest (yellow part only)
• 1/4 teaspoon crushed red pepper
• 1 pound fresh green beans, trimmed and
blanched
• 2 teaspoons fresh lemon juice
Coarse salt to taste

Quarter cooked potatoes lengthwise; set
aside. In a large nonstick skillet, heat oil on
medium; add garlic and cook 30 seconds. Add
rosemary, lemon zest and crushed red pepper;
cook 1 minute or until fragrant. Add potatoes
and green beans; cook vegetables 4 minutes or
until hot and coated with seasoning. Sprinkle
with lemon juice. Season with salt. Serve warm.
Per serving: 154 calories, 4 grams protein,
5 grams fat (27 percent calories from fat), 0.7
gram saturated fat, 26 grams carbohydrate, no
cholesterol, 12 milligrams sodium, 5 grams
fiber.

color under the tree, too. — Olivia, Ohio
Reuse jars: I save my peanut butter containers.
It’s a messy job, but it feels good to keep them out of
the landfill. They’re large, transparent containers that
aren’t too pretty to write on or label, and they don’t
break if they’re dropped. — M.H.H., email
Stretch the food budget: Find foods whose
prices have remained stable and use them more.
We’re eating a lot more carrots -- they’re healthy and
inexpensive, and their price hasn’t fluctuated much.
They’ve become a much more frequent ingredient
or veggie side in our household than they once were.
Try out new foods that you haven’t tried before, to
replace some of your more expensive usuals. I’ve
started experimenting with different greens when
they’re on sale. For example, we had eaten lots of
spinach and rapini (broccoli rabe), but not kale.
Now kale shows up on the table as I experiment
with new foods in an effort to get the most bang for
my buck while still eating healthy.
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ZITI WITH RED PEPPERS
ALMONDS
(Wednesday)

AND

Makes 6 servings
Preparation time: 15 minutes
Cooking time: for the pasta
• 1 pound ziti pasta
• 1 cup panko bread crumbs
• 1/4 cup toasted slivered almonds, chopped
• 1 cup roasted red bell peppers, julienned
• 3 tablespoons olive oil
• 1 teaspoon Italian seasoning
• 3/4 cup freshly grated parmesan cheese
• 1/2 cup chopped fresh basil

Cook pasta according to directions; drain
and place in a large bowl. Add bread crumbs,
almonds, peppers, oil and Italian seasoning to
pasta; toss to mix. Garnish each serving with
cheese and basil.
Per serving: 446 calories, 16 grams protein, 13
grams fat (27 percent calories from fat), 3 grams
saturated fat, 66 grams carbohydrate, 9 milligrams
cholesterol, 194 milligrams sodium, 3 grams fiber.
••••••••••••••••••••
CHICKEN
AND
PENNE
WITH
CREAMY PARMESAN AND SUN-DRIED
TOMATOES
(Saturday)
Makes 5 servings
Preparation time: 15 minutes
Cooking time: less than 15 minutes, plus pasta
• 8 ounces penne pasta
• 2 tablespoons butter
• 1 pound chicken tenders, cut into 1-inch
pieces
• 1 package Gourmet Creamy Parmesan and
Sun-Dried Tomato Chicken Penne Recipe
and Seasoning Mix (such as McCormick)
• 1 (14.5-ounce) can undrained no-salt-added petite diced tomatoes
• 1 cup half-and-half
• 1/2 cup freshly grated parmesan cheese

Cook pasta according to directions; drain.
Meanwhile, melt butter in a large skillet on
medium heat. Add chicken; cook and stir 5
to 6 minutes, or until lightly browned. Add
seasoning mix, tomatoes and half-and-half.
Bring to boil, stirring constantly with wire
whisk until well blended. Reduce heat to low;
simmer 5 minutes. Stir in pasta and parmesan;
toss to coat.
Per serving: 451 calories, 30 grams protein,
15 grams fat (32 percent calories from fat), 8.4
grams saturated fat, 43 grams carbohydrate, 95
milligrams cholesterol, 796 milligrams sodium,
2 grams fiber.
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DOWN
1 Subtle “Over
here ...”
2 Polynesian
capital
3 WWII German
missile nickname
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by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.
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38 __-Tass
39 Pass target
40 Fair-hiring abbr.
41 Many AARP
mems.
43 Rep.
counterpart
45 Play a part, or
play part
46 Genesis
mountain
47 Heel-click
follower
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49 Dating stumbling
block, perhaps
52 Jai alai basket
53 Pollux or
Arcturus, to an
astronomer
54 Brings down
58 Judge
59 Cosby/Culp TV
series
61 www access
62 Revivalist’s prefix
63 Actress Gardner
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4 Log shaper
5 Mount Everest?
6 Capital on the
island of Luzon
7 Texter’s “Holy
cow!”
8 Mario Brothers
console
9 16 oz.
10 Jordin
Sparks/Chris
Brown song
covered on
“Glee”
11 Desires from
12 “Iliad” wise man
17 Blood typing, e.g.
18 Wrestling pair
22 Calypso offshoot
24 Years in old
Rome
25 Chit
26 Crunch source
27 Promise before a
parson
28 Hawk’s cause
32 British travel
feature, in the
past?
34 Clean and then
some
36 Philip __: 16thcentury Italian
saint
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ACROSS
1 Early sunscreen
ingredient
5 “Let’s get goin’!”
9 Put __ act
13 Tater
14 Hard to believe
15 Wine quality
16 Campground
sound #1
19 Devilish toon
20 Maine-et-Loire
mate
21 In-crowds
23 Campground
sound #2
27 Curt refusal
29 Hot time in
Maine-et-Loire
30 Renaissance
painter __
Angelico
31 Like a spot in
“Macbeth”
33 Pac-12 team
35 “Pretty Woman”
co-songwriter
37 Some comedy
sketches
42 Nov. voting time
44 Streaker in a
shower
45 Remote power
sources
48 City near Yorba
Linda
50 Track contests
51 Campground
sound #3
55 “Honor Thy
Father” author
56 Sargasso Sea
spawner
57 Forest’s 2006
Oscar-winning
role
60 Campground
sound #4
64 “__ baby!”
65 Swimmer with
pups
66 POTUS backup
67 Hightail it
68 Pays (for)
69 West Point team
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Aries — Today is an 8 — Set
your rearview mirrors, put your
hands firmly on the wheel,
and then full speed ahead! You
inspire others to take action; be
proud of that.

Cancer — Today is a 6 —
You’re worrying about it too
much. You can really handle the
circumstances, even if it requires
help from others. You passionate
side comes to the rescue.

Libra — Today is a 9 — Your
friends give you a boost, but you
must believe in yourself, too. A
female provides an artistic touch
and plenty of charm. Accept a
romantic challenge.

Capricorn — Today is an 8 —
There’s no time to waste. The
trick is to accomplish goals
without losing track of ideals,
and while making time for love
and passion.

Taurus — Today is a 9 — Invest
in research and technology.
New opportunities open up;
it’s likely you’ll want to change
your mind. Hardships continue
strengthening passion.

Leo — Today is a 9 — Group
input is especially helpful now.
Don’t be afraid to put down
roots. Passion is heightened in
private. Do what you love. You
look marvelous!

Scorpio — Today is a 6 —
You have more than enough
encouragement, and romance,
too, if you know where to look.
Keep searching and you will find
the answer. Optimism rules.

Aquarius — Today is an 8 —
You get carried away by
fascination. Don’t get so
distracted you forget your
responsibilities.
A
new
opportunity for passion arises.

Gemini — Today is a 9 — Carry
the torch of greatness. Don’t
let small problems stop you
from achieving your goals.
Link up with a strong partner.
Allow yourself to be sexy.

Virgo — Today is an 8 — The
pressure you feel helps you be
more productive and profitable,
but don’t let it affect your health.
The game you create inspires
optimism.

Sagittarius — Today is an 8 —
Everything is better with the help
of someone you trust. Continue
to push ahead. You’re not always
about fun, but that doesn’t mean
you cannot enjoy it.

Pisces — Today is a 9 —
Revisit the idea you were
working on and make it
profitable. Others are happy to
have you. If you’ve done the
homework, you’ll prosper.
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elley Taylor, a 43-year-old poodle breeder from Mt.
Vernon, spends most of her days in her back yard
breeding and raising 40-50 toy poodles. Taylor has
committed her life to nurturing poodles in her dog kennel
for more than 15 years. She said she started the kennel
because she was having difficulty conceiving a child.
“I connect with some of my customers in different
ways because some of them are getting one of my puppies
because they, too, are unable to conceive a child,” she said.
“The dogs really helped me cope with the fact that I wasn’t
able to have a child.”
After 10 years of trying, Taylor had a son in 2003 named
Gabriel.
“It was the greatest thing that had ever happened to me
besides my dogs,” she said.
Taylor spends an average of 10 hours per day taking care
of the puppies as well as her own five house dogs.
“These dogs and my family are my entire life,” she said.
“I will not stop raising these dogs until I’m old and gray.”
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W, 35-14

he 2012 SIU football season began with a wicked downward spiral, was paced by an exhilarating climb to the top and finished with
Saluki fans, coaches and players believing the ride ended prematurely.
While the goal of a playoff birth was missed by the smallest of margins, perhaps a few yards, the Salukis (6-5, 5-3) played a season
that didn’t lack in successes, as the team finished the year with its first winning record in three years.
The 2012 campaign will be remembered for a South Dakota State loss Nov. 3 that would have given the team a playoff birth
opportunity. SIU led for the game’s majority, but allowed a conversion on fourth-and-19 on the Jackrabbits’ final drive that eventually
led to the game-winning score.
Freshman safety Anthony Thompson said the play, and the game, will be the team’s main motivation as it moves forward.
“On that fourth-and-19, I feel like we should have capitalized on that,” he said. “If we had stopped them, we would have won the game. But
things happen. That’s football.”
Still, the near-miss of a playoff birth wouldn’t have been possible without a strong effort by the team over the course of the season.
SIU started the year with a devastating 49-28 loss to Eastern Illinois Aug. 30 and another tough 30-14 loss the following week to Miami
University.
The Salukis managed a pair of wins in the subsequent weeks — a 35-14 victory over Southeast Missouri State Sep. 15 and a 14-6 win over
Missouri State Sep. 22 — but then returned to disappointment in a 24-3 loss to Indiana State Sep. 29. With a 2-3 record and a host of nationally
ranked teams left on the schedule, many had already written the Salukis off.
However, things were only starting to get interesting.
Oct. 6 marked a matchup with then-undefeated Illinois State. In a thrilling defensive display, SIU shutout the high-powered Redbird defense and
won the contest 17-0. Junior receiver John Lantz said the win gave the team the confidence it was previously lacking.
“I think when we lost our first two games, the thing that got us some confidence was winning at home against SEMO,” he said. “From there, we
had a hard stretch with a bunch of good teams in a row and we started knocking them down. I think the biggest game for our confidence would
be when we beat Illinois State on the road. From then on, we thought we could compete with anybody in the conference.”
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Fall is my favorite season, and I think it’s my
pets’ favorite, too. They all seem to perk up as
the evenings get cooler and the days seem to
gently warn of the colder days to come. I love
walking the dogs as the leaves are turning along
the river near our home, watching my little
pack as they lift their noses to track the changes
in the air.
But even as I’m enjoying the crispness and
beauty of fall, I’m aware that it means winter
is around the corner, and with it, the seasonal
challenges for our pets.
As the days get shorter in the fall, dog walkers
may be out in lower light than they were a few
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Looking for a way to get your children off
the couch and more active outdoors? A survey
of 1,500 people by the Purina company -- both
those who own dogs and those who don’t --

weeks earlier, making them less visible to vehicles.
The danger is higher if your dog is a dark color, you
wear dark clothes or you walk on a road without
sidewalks. Take a page from the bicyclist’s book:
Being seen is being safe. Check out reflective vests
(for you and your dog), reflective leashes and
collars, or other safety gear.
The change in weather is more critical to
outdoor pets. While I am not keen on the concept
of outdoor pets -- these pets are often lonely and
bored, and are often neighborhood nuisances
as well -- I realize that people make their own
decisions for many different reasons, and most do
the best they can.
If you have outdoor pets whom you cannot
bring inside, the time to review your pet’s

shelter is now.
Animals must be able to get out of the
elements. A pet must have a well-insulated
structure just large enough so that he can curl
up inside to maintain body heat. The structure
should also have a wind-block to protect it from
wintry blasts. In the coldest parts of the country,
it should also have some sort of outdoor-rated
pet heating pad or other device. And be sure that
there’s always a supply of fresh, unfrozen water by
using a heated bowl.
Remember to thump on your car’s hood
on cold mornings. Your neighbor’s cat may
be nestled against the engine for warmth, and
thumping your car’s hood will get the animal to
skedaddle to safety.
Indoor pets don’t face the challenges outdoor
pets do, but winter can be uncomfortable for
them as well. For pets with arthritis, cold weather
can be more painful, so ask your veterinarian

about supplements or prescription medications
that may help your pet feel better. A soft, heated
bed may be much appreciated, too, especially by
older pets. And remember that one of the best
things you can do for a pet with joint problems
is to keep the extra weight off: A pet who’s more
sedentary in winter needs to eat less.
Every year, I get questions about sweaters for
pets: Are they helpful or just plain silly? Some
animals really can use the extra insulation of a
well fitted sweater: older pets and dogs who are
tiny (such as Chihuahuas), or are shorthaired and
naturally lean (such as greyhounds or whippets).
Overcoats can save you time drying your dog if
you walk in inclement weather, especially if your
pets are longhaired.
Cold-weather pet care is a matter of compassion
and common sense. Use both in equal measure,
and your pet will get through the worst of the
season in fine shape.

revealed that children raised in families with dogs
are 20 percent more likely to spend time in active,
outside play than those in families without canine
companionship.
The recent recall of peanut butter due to
salmonella contamination is significant to
pet owners because it is often used to hide
pills, making it easier to get pets to take their
medications. More than 30 people in 19 states
have been sickened by contaminated products,
which all use nuts from New Mexico-based
Sunland farms. Updates on the recall and a
complete list of affected products are on the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration’s website, FDA.
gov. Both dogs and cats can become ill by eating

salmonella-contaminated products, and the
illness can be transmitted to people from pets.
While most pet lovers are aware of the challenges
of re-homing cats and dogs, relatively few give
much thought to parrots in need of new homes.
The challenge of caring for these pets is made more
difficult because of medical and behavioral issues -and the fact that many parrot species kept as pets
have potential life spans as long as human ones.
The nonprofit Gabriel Foundation in Colorado
(thegabrielfoundation.org) has for years maintained
a model shelter and sanctuary for these pets, with a
variety of services including lifetime care for parrots
who cannot be successfully transitioned to new
homes.Gina Spadafori.

$1762'6
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Pet Connection is produced by a team of
pet care experts headed by “Good Morning
America” and “The Dr. Oz Show” veterinarian
Dr. Marty Becker and award-winning journalist
Gina Spadafori. The two are affiliated with
Vetstreet.com and also the authors of many
best-selling pet care books. Dr. Becker can also
be found at Facebook.com/DrMartyBecker or
on Twitter at DrMartyBecker.
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How long is it since you’ve worn
something with a really full skirt, the kind
that tempts you (or would, if you were
still in fourth grade) to twirl around like
the pop-up ballerina in a jewel box that
plays something from “The Nutcracker”?
I saw one the other night in the will-call
ticket line at the ballet. It was the color of
ripe cantaloupe, quite short, its fullness
releasing from unpressed pleats in a soft
cup shape, like an old-fashioned rose.
It poufed out quite perkily, as if held a
lot by crinolines or magic. The girl in it
had perfect shampoo-commercial blond
waves down her back to almost her
waist. She looked like Fashionista Barbie
come to life, but she also looked pretty
wonderful.
With two small exceptions. In the
1950s, when women other than Barbie
last wore skirts like this (only longer),
there were coats with fitted waists and
full skirts to wear over them. This girl
didn’t have such a coat -- who does?
— and it was a chilly evening, so she’d
grabbed a lacy knitted cardigan. But it
was longer than waist length, and she’d
buttoned it up, so the hem rested on the
outcrop of releasing pleats at her waist,
and the rest of the sweater collapsed into
little rolls above it, as if this sylph had
somehow borrowed her grandmother’s
midriff.
And then the shoes. The poufy skirt

looked as light as air, but your eye
traveled down to her ankles and ended
with a thud on these humongous
platform pumps. She looked like she was
wearing cement shoes, out of proportion
to the point of comical. And she walked
as carefully as a sheetrock installer in 30inch drywall stilts.
Fashion experts always tell you, if
you’re going to wear something vintage,
or something recently revived from a past
era, to mix it up. Don’t wear the 1950s
letter sweater with 1950s rolled-up loosefit side-zip dungarees and bobby sox and
saddle shoes, or you’ll look like you’re in
costume. Wear the letter sweater with
leggings or skinny jeans and boots, so we
know you’re from the 21st-century.
But — as this balletomane’s pretty
pouf skirt demonstrated -- there’s a reason
women in the 1950s wore their long, full
New Look skirts with small-waisted, fullskirted coats and with shoes with platforms
an inch -- not 3 inches -- thick, and heels
3 inches high, not 6. They all worked
together without getting in each other’s
way. They harmonized in a way that a
mini-pouf skirt and a granny sweater and
giant Lady Gaga shoes just don’t.
It’s one more downside of fashion’s
addiction to change.
And here’s another: A week ago,
at the Community Clothes Charity’s
annual upscale Main Line rummage
sale, I found an Oscar de la Renta coat

beautifully made of exquisite doublefaced wool and tagged $30. I put on my
reading glasses to be sure it wasn’t $300.
New de la Renta’s coats sell for $3,000
and up, so this had to be the bargain of a
lifetime. It even fit.
But I looked at myself in the mirror,
and I couldn’t talk myself into it. Which
is notable, given some of the things I’ve
managed to talk myself into -- jackets
three sizes too small, skirts three sizes too
big, etc. Much as I wanted to want it, I
couldn’t.
It had the exaggerated upside-down
pyramid shape that was cool in the
1980s — wide shoulders sloping into
voluminous dolman sleeves, a narrow
stalk of skirt, and the sort of lengthened
lapels that now look sort of sheepish
(at least to me) converging somewhere
below the hipbones. Beautiful fabric,
beautiful seams, lovely silvery buttons
that by themselves probably cost more
than $30 -- but the shape was toxic: It
looked so misinformed, so out-of-it, as if
it didn’t know what decade it was.
I couldn’t take it off fast enough,
almost as if I feared its invincible
ignorance would rub off on me.
Such is the weird power of fashion;
such is the strength of its ability to make
things look just right or totally wrong to
418+&'&*161
you at a given time, and then, a few years
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later, to change your mind without your
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Volleyball by the numbers
The SIU volleyball season ended Nov. 22 in a three-set loss to Illinois State in the Missouri Valley Conference tournament. First-year
coach Justin Ingram led the team to it's best record in 10 years with an overall 21-9 record after the 2011 team won only nine games
in 2011.
Highest team hitting percentage, which
21 Season wins, the most since 2002.
- belongs to Mayes. She ranked third in the MVC.
405 Kills from Laura Thole, the most of both the team and conference
followed by junior Jessica Whitehead with 397, who is second in the conference, and 380 from Alysia Mayes, who is fourth.

.354

5 - Team members given MVC honors. Seniors Mayes and Thole were named to the All-MVC first team,

Taylor Pippen was named to the MVC All-Freshman team. Mayes, senior Bailey Yeager and senior Rachael Brown were
recognized as MVC First Team Scholar-Athletes.
2 - Rank of sophomore setter Amy Drabant in the MVC for her 104 assists.

630 - Season digs from Yeager, who broke the SIU single season dig record and ranks third in program history for career digs.

4 - Seniors graduating.
11 - Home games won, two lost.

50 - Team solo blocks.

4 - Matches that went into five sets. The Salukis won three.
NICHOLAS BURKE | DAILY EGYPTIAN
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After spending the last year away from the
court, men’s tennis player Jorge Cavero is eager
to return to competition.
The redshirt sophomore has been recovering
from a left wrist injury since the Oct. 21
Intercollegiate Tennis Association Regionals.
Cavero and his team said they are ready for
his return.
“It’s been a struggle for us in matches to play
people who are not normally in the top three,”
said senior Brandon Florez. “You could always
count on Jorge.”
Looking
at
the
native
Peruvian’s
accomplishments in his year and a half of college
play, it is not difficult to see why the team has
missed him. Cavero went 15-4 in singles during
his first semester, while he went 5-2 overall against
Missouri Valley Conference opponents during his
freshman year.
He took MVC Freshman of the Year for the
2010-11 season, and he was named to the MVC
All-Select team.
During the fall 2011 season, Cavero advanced
two rounds in the ITA All-American’s prequalifying stages and beat the nation’s 77thranked player in the first round of the ITA Central
Regionals, which is his last competition to date.
“Seeing your team play while being injured
and not being able to help them has made
me anxious,” Cavero said. “It motivates me
as well.”
Coach Dann Nelson said Cavero’s ability to
maintain control has been one thing the team
has missed in his absence.
“He’s a good thinker on the court,” he said.
“He knows what he has to do to beat people
and win matches. You can pretty much leave
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him alone during matches, and he can figure
out what to do on his own.”
Nelson said he expects Cavero to bounce
back, though it may take some time.
“Hopefully by the end of the year he’ll be
back playing where he should be, somewhere
near the top,” Nelson said.
The right-handed Cavero said his forehand
stroke has greatly improved because his injury
prevented him from practicing his backstroke for
most of his rehabilitation. He said he has recently
recovered his backhand shot rhythm.
Florez said he has noticed the same improvement.
“I was watching him hit his backhand, and
it’s pretty awesome again,” he said. “You can see
glimpses of what it once was.”

Senior Badr Cherradi, the top-ranked singles
player on the team, said he thinks Cavero’s
technical game and physicality is near what it was
before he injured his wrist.
He said Cavero will immediately help the team
when he returns.
“I can’t wait to see him play matches again and
see how he is going to be,” Cherradi said. “I think
he’s going to be awesome. He’s one of our top
players, so having him back can only be a good
thing. It’s going to motivate us to know that he’s
there and we can count on him.”
When seniors Cherradi, Florez and Orhan
Spahic leave after their final spring semester,
Cavero and junior Rafa Cuadrillero will become
the team’s elder statesmen. Florez said he could

see Cavero as the team’s go-to guy in the coming
years.
“You can watch him play tennis and take a lot
from what he does,” he said.
Nelson said Cavero’s play speaks for itself.
“I think he has the intangibles to be a great
leader,” he said. “He’s already a leader by example.
It just takes a little more time to do it vocally.”
Cavero and the men’s tennis team will return
to action Jan. 18-20 at the Missouri Valley
Conference Individual Tournament in Des
Moines, Iowa.
Alex Rostowsky can be reached at
arostowsky@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 269.
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The assurance came at the perfect time, as
SIU had Northern Iowa and Youngstown State
next on the schedule, both teams having earned
national attention. Again, a strong defense and
diligent offense carried the team to wins, a 3431 win over UNI and a 38-21 Youngstown
victory.
At 5-3, the Salukis were running on all
cylinders.
Oct. 27 marked a bout with defending
national champion North Dakota State. While
the Salukis took a tough 23-17 loss, there was no
time to dwell on the defeat as a possible playoff
spot and conference championship loomed.
Then came the fourth-and-19 debacle
against South Dakota State.
The Salukis had nothing left to play for but
pride after the loss, and they made sure to
show they had plenty of it. The team took its
frustrations out on an overwhelmed Western
Illinois team Nov. 17 and ended the year with
a 35-0 shutout.
Head coach Dale Lennon said the win over
Western showed the resilience that his team
had portrayed all season.
“Every game was a must-win for us to
accomplish what we wanted to accomplish on
the season, but to finish in the upper echelon
of the Missouri Valley, to want it that bad, we
gave it all we had,” he said. “I’m proud of the
effort the team gave. It was never due to a lack
of effort that we didn’t have more success.”
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The Salukis won games with a smashmouth defense that at times gave the team as
much of a chance to put points on the board
as the offense, as it scored nine non-offensive
touchdowns on the year.
“It was frustrating at times, but we all
believed in each other,” senior running back
Steve Strother said. “We knew that all we had
to do was go out and believe and put forth
our best effort, and we could play with anybody.
(The offense) definitely could have done more.
There were games when the defense was really
carrying us at the beginning of the year in a lot
of games. We could have done more. We could

have put up more points. It’s a team game.”
Next season, the team will miss its seniors,
many of whom were the heart and soul of
the team both on and off the field. Defensive
linemen Eze Obiora (50 tackles, eight
sacks), Kayon Swanson (53 tackles) and Ken
Boatright (62 tackles, five sacks) have used all
of their eligibility, as well as linebackers Jayson
DiManche (49 tackles, eight sacks) and Joe
Okon (66 tackles). Offensively, the 2013 team
will be without wide receiver David Lewis
(27 catches, two touchdowns) and running
backs Mulku Kalokoh (141 rushing yards, and
Strother (586 rushing yards).

“I think I had a pretty decent career,”
Strother said. “Overall, I’m happy with what
I did here at SIU. I feel like I left it all on the
field, that’s all you could ask for.”
The Salukis retain a seasoned group of players
who will be ready to take the team to the next
level in 2013, lead by junior quarterback Kory
Faulkner.
Faulkner struggled at times in the passing
game throughout his first full season as a
starter, but Lennon said he took major strides
throughout the course of the year.
“The quarterback position is the most
difficult one because everyone is the expert on
quarterback play. Kory continued to improve
on the season. The thing I was most proud of
was he developed a toughness throughout the
season that will allow him to be even more
successful down the road. There are still areas
that he needs to improve upon, but the thing
that I like the best about him is he became the
competitor that I wanted him to become.”
Perhaps the greatest compliment Lennon
could give his players was the enjoyment he
had as he coached them.
“What happens with football, it’s the
personalities that you end up remembering,”
he said. “This team was probably my most
enjoyable team to coach because there were
so many personalities involved. Every day was
different. I’m not saying it was always easy, but
for the guys to stay together early on in the
season after Eastern Illinois, after Indiana State,
where it didn’t look real bright at that point in
time, our guys came together and nobody ever
faltered. I’m proud of that.”
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Men’s basketball coach Barry Hinson is used
to rallying his players, but Tuesday he had an
opportunity to fire up the freshman class.
Hinson talked about everything from
basketball to politics in a speech at SIU Arena
entitled, “Leadership and taking ownership of
your education and goals.”
The event was sponsored by University
College classes, which are required for freshmen.
Hinson said he told Chancellor Rita Cheng
earlier this year that he would speak to the group
if given the chance.
“I wanted to talk to (the freshman class) because
we all came here together,” the coach said. “This is
my first year here and your first year here.”
Thomas Cheng, one of the event’s organizers,
said he hoped Hinson could motivate the students.
“We wanted to create student spirits,” he said.
“We wanted to rally up the students to be more
involved, and I think this will help get students
get more engaged in their learning process.”
Before talking about other things, Hinson first
focused on what he knows best — basketball.
He told the students about why he took the
Saluki coaching job in March, even though the
team finished with just eight wins last season.
He said he was an assistant coach at Kansas, but
he really wanted to be a head coach again, and
SIU and the Missouri Valley Conference gave
him the best opportunity.
“I really wanted this job,” Hinson said. “I
really wanted to be here at SIU.”
Hinson also encouraged the students to come
support his team. Before coaching the Salukis,
Hinson coached against them while he was
at Missouri State. He said he remembers how
scared he used to be when he brought his team

T

here’s no greater thrill
than when you get an
opportunity to be part of
something where you know
you made a difference on the
floor itself. We need you. We
need the Dawg Pound. I need
you guys to get fired up and
ready to go.
— Barry Hinson
SIU head basketball coach
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to SIU Arena. He told the students he wants to
make SIU an intimidating place to play again.
“There’s no greater thrill than when you get
an opportunity to be part of something where
you know you made a difference on the floor
itself,” Hinson said. “We need you. We need the
Dawg Pound. I need you guys to get fired up
and ready to go.”
The coach also gave the students a variety of life
lessons. He first talked about how people need to
be happier with themselves. He said people often
hold themselves to a standard that is too high.

“I think we all compare ourselves to a level in
which we can’t compete,” he said. “We all have
low self-esteem because we hold ourselves to a
level that is unrealistic. No one can make you
inferior without your permission.”
Hinson also said communication today needs
to be improved. He said he doesn’t like how
people choose electronic forms of talking over
face-to-face contact.
“I love technology, but I hate texting,” Hinson
said. “You are creating a society right now that
doesn’t know how to communicate.”

Hinson wrapped up by taking questions and
encouraging students to enjoy their college
experience and the privileges that come with
living in the U.S.
“When I’m retired, you will run this country at
that time,” he said. “Please support our country.”
Brandon Tanner, a junior from Tunnel Hill
studying civil engineering, said he enjoyed the
coach’s speech.
“He’s really enthusiastic, and he really got
me into his speech,” he said. “He was really
entertaining and I learned a lot.”
Matthew Riechers, a senior from
Springfield studying civil engineering, said
Hinson’s words made him want to come to
more basketball games.
“It was good for the whole student body to
come out and hear what he had to say,” he said.
“It definitely got me fired up to come out and
see the team.”
Riley Swinford can be reached at
rswinford@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 268
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CHICAGO — Wild baseball fans might
be a standard sight at Wrigley Field, but a
pair of wild coyotes milling around Chicago’s
historic ballpark — surrounded on all sides
by bars, restaurants and busy streets — wasn’t
what one photographer was expecting on a
busy Friday night.
So he quickly grabbed his camera.
“They were just kind of chilling,” freelance
photographer Will Byington said. “They were
hanging out and not even doing much. They
were kind of just checking out the scene on a
Friday night in Wrigleyville. It was like they
were on a date, taking a stroll.”
Byington said he was shooting a concert
at a bar across the street from the stadium in
the Wrigleyville neighborhood, notoriously
crowded and often rowdy on weekend nights,
when he saw the two coyotes hanging out by
the statute of former Chicago Cubs player
Ernie Banks, near the ticketing area.
“It was kind of like they were looking for
tickets,” the 34-year-old Chicago resident said
with a laugh. “They went by the ticket window
and unfortunately found it was closed, so they
were ready to move on to the bar.”
Wildlife ecologist Stanley Gehrt, who
has extensively studied coyotes living in and
around Chicago, said coyotes have been in the
area for the past decade. He said the latest data
shows there are at least 2,000 coyotes in Cook
County, where Chicago is located.
“That’s their territory. They live there,”
Gehrt, who works at Ohio State University,
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t was kind of like they were
looking for tickets. They
went by the ticket window and
unfortunately found it was
closed, so they were ready to
move onto the bar.
— Will Byington
freelance photographer

said of the unusual pair, which he said were
born and raised in the city and likely live in
Wrigleyville.
Byington had just a few minutes to snap his
nighttime photos before the animals moved
on. But he said the coyotes appeared unfazed
by the honking horns and packed sidewalks.
One even stepped onto a street as cabs and cars
crawled by in traffic as if the coyote was “trying
to figure out, do they want to eat? Or do they
want to get a drink?” he said.
Byington didn’t think much of his photos
until he posted them online. But they started
gathering attention after getting picked up on
Facebook by the Cubby Bear bar where he had
been working that night.
Chicago Cubs fan Dan Michaels reasons
that the coyotes were likely fellow fans of the
lackluster team and simply mixed up their
calendars.
“My personal theory is they don’t know that
the Cubs play in summer,” he said Wednesday
as he walked by the stadium. “They picked the
wrong season to wait out by the game.”

